President’s Report

It’s been a busy season for my family as we attempted to downsize. You accumulate a lot of “stuff” in 43 years at the same address and it is a challenge to make sure your donations go to a good cause! We are now happy in our new home!

Sisterhood has also had a busy spring continuing our traditional and new programs. Sisterhood Shabbat was a big success thanks to all who participated. And thanks to Fran Swire, Julie Alweis, and Liza Robbins Theuman for organizing it. And thank you to Barbara Baron for organizing our delicious Potluck dinner after the service.

This wonderful Friday night service (on 2/23) was followed by our annual Retreat on Saturday led by Rabbi Barbara Symons, author of “Prophetic Voices Renewing and Re-Imagining Torah”. The participants all enjoyed as Ruth Sternberg taught us to make collage art.

Our Bagel Brigade continues to help the hungry in our community and we are grateful to Bagel Land and all the volunteers who participate.

We were again able to provide hamantaschen for the Jewish Soldiers Project led by Keith Freedman, who is very grateful to Sisterhood for their support. The College Connection committee sent goodies out to our college students.

This year we also have a new activity “Rosh Chodesh yoga” which is becoming very popular. Thank you to Janet Walker for keeping this activity going.

Last week we had our Interfaith Event, where several clergies, including our Rabbi Rochelle, discussed how each faith addresses hunger in its community. Thanks to Liza for setting this up and to Melissa Pheterson for graciously and enthusiastically stepping in to moderate this event at the last minute.

We are fortunate to have so many members facilitate so many events! We try to expand the activities so that all our sisters can find something they enjoy and participate! If you see something you like in our programs, please join us. And if you are passionate about an activity you enjoy, please consider sharing it with us. Don’t be afraid to volunteer, we won’t make you handle it by yourself. There are always ladies available to help you.

I apologize in advance for forgetting to thank everyone who volunteers and helps make our programs work!

I wish everyone a happy Passover and may our brothers and sisters in the world have peace again.

Monica Skerker
Movie Discussions

We continue to meet every month to discuss movies that are mostly available on Netflix. Everyone watches the movie on their own prior to our meeting. The dates will vary during the month, so please watch the weekly eblasts for the actual movie, date, and the Zoom link for the discussion. We choose movies based on our attendees’ preferences. The reviews vary, not everyone likes every movie we choose, but everyone loves the discussion and idea exchange afterwards. The topics vary greatly but we always learn something new.

In December we watched The Burial a true story about a lawsuit instigated by a small family funeral home against a national giant. January’s movie miniseries was All the Light We Cannot See based on a novel by Anthony Doerr. It is a historical drama about a French blind girl and a German soldier during the battle of Saint Mallo in France during WWII. Our February movie, Rustin chronicled the life of gay civil rights activist Bayard Rustin who helped Martin Luther King Jr. and others organize the 1963 March on Washington.

For more information contact Monica Skerker at 506-5350 or mskerk26@gmail.com.

Sisterhood Open Board Meetings

We hope you’ll join us for our open board meetings! We meet on the second Tuesday of the month. Meetings begin at 7:00 pm and take place in the Adult Lounge. Please check the activity list on the outside door to confirm that the room has not been changed.

Dates for coming meetings are:
Tuesday, May 7th
TBA in June

We do not meet in July and August. A complete list of meeting dates for the 2023-2024 year is listed in the Blue Book.

Please watch for 2024-2025 meeting dates!
Judaica Shop

We are open by appointment! As always, we are a great shopping choice for all of your Judaica needs - when planning for a bar or bat Mitzvah, for a tallit, or a gift! We carry jewelry, giftware, tallasim, mezzuzot, shabbat items, candles and more holiday items.

TBK members always receive a 10% discount on all regularly priced merchandise. Special orders welcome.

To make an appointment, please call 244-7060.

Jewish Soldiers Project

The Jewish Soldiers Project is an ongoing project that Sisterhood supports. We are proud to have made a donation toward adopting soldiers for Passover.

Pencils and Paper

Thank you to all who donated or helped at Pencils and Paper this school year! Watch for new volunteer opportunities for the 2024-2025 school year!
Welcome to Our New Members

WRJ/TBK Sisterhood welcomes our new members:

Esther Golove
Ashley Mault
Vera Plotkin
Marti Wilmot
Theresa Yamanoha

The best way to make membership a meaningful experience is to give your time and/or talent. As the Temple and community depend on us, so we depend on you! We are involved in so many things, on so many different levels, that we are sure that you will find something that fits you just right! We hope to see you soon!

Know Someone In Need of Cheer or Celebrating a Mazel Tov?

If you know someone in need of cheer or celebrating a mazel tov, please let our Assistant Corresponding Secretary, Bev Weinstein, know so she can send a card from Sisterhood. You can contact Bev at bevmorrie@aol.com.

Rosh Chodesh Yoga

Sunday, May 5th
10:00 am in the Adult Lounge

Please join us for chair yoga led by Beth Hornak on the Sunday closest to Rosh Chodesh. We will continue until June. Watch your Monday eblasts for additional information.
WRJ/TBK Sisterhood is grateful to our generous donors:

**WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Belle Rose-Beck Bernstein Sabbath Fund**

**Contributed By:**
- Audrey K. Bernhard
- Sherry & Richard Goldstein
- Ann Kanthor
- Dorene & Mel Pizer

**In Memory Of:**
- Sadie Cole
- Ann Angart
- Florence Rappaport
- Lester Rappaport
- Frances Oberman

**WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Education Fund**

**Contributed By:**
- Norman J. Aroesty
- Barbara Baron
- David Beck
- Marvin Becker
- Audrey K. Bernhard
- Charlene & Stan Caplan
- Teddy Carr, Sondra Livingston Carr, Jeff Livingston Carr
- Nelson Cohen
- Ayala Emmett
- Joan Feinbloom
- Harriette & Donald Ginsberg
- Florence Goldstein
- Miriam Gray
- Marlene Green
- Rhonda & Earl Gurell

**In Memory Of:**
- Evelyn Aroesty
- Raphael Capon
- Mendle M. Goldberg
- Nancy Beck
- Terese Beck
- Hyman Becker
- Seymour Jack Sandler
- Esther Bernhard
- Innette Goldberg
- Alan W. Livingston
- Charlotte Cohen
- Yona Weis
- Helen S. Lefkowitz
- Belle Ginsberg
- Sanford Goldstein
- Harold Armon
- Louise Vigdor
- Annabel Cohen
- Joseph Gurell
- Rose Gurell
- Tala Rosenbaum
- Michael J. Cain
- Edward Holtzman
- Milton Jachles
- David Kolko
- M. Max Stoler
- Milton B. Lederman
- Mona Fine
- Mort Levy
- Faina Kyachko
- Jerome D. Folkman
- Herbert F. Ross
- Anna Herman Alent
- Marion W. Rothstein
- Sam Rothstein
- Allen H. Sachs
- Lottie Sachs
WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Education Fund cont’d

Contributed By:
Lawrence Samkoff
Aaron Satloff
Annette Satloff
Danette & Fred Weingarten
Howard Weinstein
Gladys Wolsky

In Memory Of:
Francine June Samkoff
Nathan Satloff
Beverly C. Weisbrodt
Marc Weiss
Ida Weinstein
Bella Mindlin
Irving Mindlin
Meyer Mindlin
Benjamin Wolsky

WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Education Fund

Contributed By:
Joan Rosenthal
Julia Walsh
Bev Weinstein

In Appreciation
In Appreciation
In Honor of Julia Walsh

WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Floral and Temple Beautification Fund

Contributed By:
Alan Barasch
Edith Bernstein
Marlene Blaustein & Family
Betsy & Stuart Bobry
Ralph Brown & Elaine Kasmer
Judy Dell
Barbara & Harvey Festenstein
Stanley Friedman

Deborah Berman Genrich
Harriette Ginsberg
June & Warren Glaser

Roslyn B. Goldman
Roz & John Goldman
Sally Hirst & Doug Miller

Wendell Kane

Gail Koach

Sandra & Joseph Kushner
Ellen Levitsky
Sarah F. Liebschutz
Jane Littwitz & John Littwitz
Carolyn Moskowitz

Dorene & Mel Pizer
Barbara & Richard Rappaport
Nancy R. Rosenberg
Joan & Bud Rusitzky

In Memory Of:
Lee Schwartz
Richard Bernstein
Evelyn Ferraro
Edward Berg
Ira Brown
Rose Friedman
Fannie Ruda
Joseph H. Friedman
Rose Schulman Friedman
Sophia L. Friedman
Suzanne Friedman
Beverly Berman
Betty Hochhauser
Carla Glaser
Lottie Glaser
Sylvia Bakst
Thomas E. Goldman
Roslyn Hirst
Doris Miller
Ann Kane
Harry Kane
Altie Goldman
Sam Goldman
Robert B. Koach
Joseph Smiley
Pearl Kushner
Nancy P. Lidman
J. Harold Fisher
James Littwitz
Donald B. Rubens
Florence Stein Rubens
Sydney Oberman
Rose Rappaport
Margery Baittle
Faye Esserman
William Feinbloom
Louis Rusitzky
WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Floral and Temple Beautification Fund cont’d
Contributed By:
Barbara & Darryl Stadtmiller and Family
The Wolk Family
In Memory Of:
Marian Goldfarb
Molly B. Wolk

WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Gift Fund
Contributed By:
Alan Barasch
Patricia King
Rhonda & Ira Korn
Sofiya Moldavskaya
Linda & Michael Raff
Stuart Rudd
Howard Weinstein
In Memory Of:
Bella Strassburg
Laura Lang
Sherwood Korn
Todoris Moldavsky
Sigmund Shamus
Kurt Enslein
Sol Weinstein

Shirley Gelb Memorial Fund
Contributed By:
Audrey K. Bernhard
In Memory Of:
Don Sheldon Kauffman

WRJ/TBK Sisterhood YES Fund
Contributed By:
Monica & Herb Skerker
Gladys Wolsky
In Memory Of:
Jacob Katz
Oscar Wolsky

WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Youth Fund
Contributed By:
Karen Altman
Marlene T. Berger
Richard A. Bloom
Sandra & Elliot Forman and Family
and Jennie Kugel
Miriam Gray

Marlene Green and Family
Paula Harris
Phyllis Levy
Sandie Spitzer Rubens

Bunny Skirboll
Ellen & Irwin Solomon
Beth & Jack Timmerman
Bev & Morrie Weinstein
Blanche Weltman

Ruth Wik
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WRJ/TBK Sisterhood Thanks ...

**Special Donors to the WRJ/TBK Education Fund**

Norman J. Aroesty *In Memory of Evelyn Aroesty*

David Beck *In Memory of Nancy Beck*

David Beck *In Memory of Terese Beck*

Harriette & Donald Ginsberg *In Memory of Belle Ginsberg*

Florence Goldstein *In Memory of Sanford Goldstein*

Rhonda & Earl Gurell *In Memory of Annabel Cohen, Joseph Gurell, Rose Gurell, and Tala Rosenbaum*

Cynthia, Cecily, and Jillian Kolko *In Memory of David Kolko*

Joan Rosenthal *In Appreciation*

Danette & Fred Weingarten *In Memory of Marc Weiss*

Howard Weinstein *In Memory of Ida Weinstein*

Gladys Wolsky *In Memory of Irving Mindlin and Meyer Mindlin*

**Special Donors to the WRJ/TBK Floral Fund**

Edith Bernstein *In Memory of Richard Bernstein*

Betsy & Stuart Bobry *In Memory of Edward Berg*

Ralph Brown & Elaine Kasmer *In Memory of Ira Brown*

Harriette Ginsberg *In Memory of Betty Hochhauser*

Gail Koach *In Memory of Altie Goldman and Sam Goldman*

Gail Koach *In Memory of Robert B. Koach*

Gail Koach *In Memory of Joseph Smiley*

Sandra & Joseph Kushner *In Memory of Pearl Kushner*

Joan & Bud Rusitzky *In Memory of Faye Esserman and Louis Rusitzky*

**Special Donors to the WRJ/TBK YES Fund**

Monica & Herb Skerker *In Memory of Jacob Katz*

**Special Donors to the Youth Fund**

Miriam Gray *In Memory of David Gray*

Sandy Spitzer Rubens *In Memory of Helen Spitzer Levin, Donald Rubens, and Florence Rubens*

Beth & Jack Timmerman *In Memory of Bernadine Kucker and Marvin Kucker*
Sending Birthday Wishes

Below you will see the names of your friends and family, and, perhaps, even yourself. We hope that you will check off the names of those to whom you wish to send birthday greetings. The cost of each greeting that you send is a $1.00 donation to our YES Fund. Paula Ouzer-Mauro, our “Birthday Wishes” Chair, will gladly send a note for you. It’s just that simple!

Amy Iserson  Jun 02
Jenna Hiller  Jun 03
Gene Spiro  Jun 04
Paula Ouzer-Mauro  Jun 05
Kathleen Wilkinson  Jun 07
Amy Ressel  Jun 08
Pamela Stone  Jun 09
Vancy Boyar  Jun 12
Sue Lurie  Jun 12
June Stornelli  Jun 20
Sharon Kainer  Jun 22
Harriet Renzi  Jun 26
Judy Bulin  Jul 01
Susan Fogal  Jul 02
Carol Steron  Jul 04
Shron Parkman  Jul 05
Gail Leess  Jul 11
Sandra Kushner  Jul 18
Patty Orr  Jul 28
Linda Trachtman  Jul 29

Ayala Emmett  Aug 04
Paula Harris  Aug 04
Harriette Ginsberg  Aug 05
Naomi Karolinski  Aug 07
Laura Chaba  Aug 10
Jane Curwin  Aug 10
Toby Silverman  Aug 17
Rusti Berent  Aug 18
Monica Gurell  Aug 21
Joan Clar  Aug 22
Julene Gilbert  Aug 22
June Glaser  Aug 23
Marsha Cheery  Aug 24
Charlene Caplan  Aug 26
Lynn Eckleben  Aug 26
Beth Seeley  Aug 26
Susan Reed  Aug 28
Joan Rosenthal  Aug 28
Debby Rosenfeld  Aug 31
Deb Solomon  Aug 31

Cindy Finestone  Sep 08
Ruth Wik  Sep 08
Julie Alweis  Sep 10
Dinah Tyson  Sep 10
Barbara Festenstein  Sep 20
Barbara Baron  Sep 22
Rhonda Gurell  Sep 22
Jill Kravetz  Sep 23
Heidi Clinefelter  Sep 26
Calendar

Ongoing Activities

**Mah Jongg** The group meets on Wednesdays at 1:00 in room 103. For more information, please contact the Sisterhood office at wrj@tbk.org or 244-7060, ext. 233. Please note that there will be no Mah Jongg on June 12th. TBK offices will be closed that day for Shavuot.

**Blessed Sacrament** We volunteer at Blessed Sacrament on the fourth Wednesday of each month. For more information, please contact the Sisterhood office at wrj@tbk.org or 244-7060, ext. 233.

**Donations** Please watch for various updated collection needs.

*“Box Tops for Education”* Box Tops for Education’s program now allows for donations to be made electronically. To donate easily from home, go to the Box Tops for Education website to download their app. Set up your account to support Public School 52 Frank Fowler Dow in Rochester. You’ll be able to scan your receipts to donate instantly. Paper box tops are also welcome and can still be dropped off at the Sisterhood office.

**Donations for Tempro** Please continue to collect travel size and full size shampoo, soaps and creams which we will distribute to the Tempro houses.

Upcoming Dates

**May 2024**
- May 5: Rosh Chodesh Yoga
- May 7: Open Board Meeting
- May 20: Movie Discussion
- May 27: TBK Offices Closed (Memorial Day)

**June 2024**
- June 12: TBK Offices Closed (Shavuot)
- TBA: Open Board Meeting
- TBA: Movie Discussion
Temple B’rith Kodesh
WRJ/TBK Sisterhood
2131 Elmwood Avenue,
Rochester, NY 14618

Connections